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Amethyst organiser

tote bag
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Diane Bertolatti
shows you how to
knit and felt THE
most exquisite tote
bag, fashioned in
this season’s most
sought-after shade

BY DIANE
BERTOLATTI
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KNITTING & FELTING

Tote bag
This organiser has three cosy felted
pockets that have been lined with
brightly coloured fabric. The back
pocket is large enough to provide a
secure place for housing a purse,
passport or e-reader
There are magnetic snaps at the
sides of the bag to pull it in when
closed and allow you to open it fully
when necessary. Matching leather
handles add a touch of class and sit
comfortably on your shoulder

MATERIALS

™ 10 x 50g balls Amethyst Heather
KnitPicks Wool of the Andes

™ 3 x 50g balls of contrasting yarn
™
™
™
™
™
™
™
™
™
™
™
™
™
™

for pocket linings (can be knitted
in main colour if preferred)
pair of purple 28” leather handles
2 antique brass zips (we used 4” &
6”) & zip pulls
2 antique brass sew-on
magnetic fasteners
antique brass popper (or button)
for pocket ﬂap
antique brass clasp & rivet and
4 bag feet
plastic stiﬀener for base
1m cotton lining
TOOLS
8mm circular needle, 80cm
8mm straight needles
5.5mm straight needles
3 stitch markers (same colour)
1 stitch marker (contrasting colour)
stitch holder
wool sewing needle

Repeat these 2 rows until 10 sts
have been decreased one side and
increased the other, ending with a
p row.
Knit next row joining the two sides
of the pocket by knitting across the
gap, continue to end of row marker.
Knit one row.

SIMPLY MAKE
Base:
With 8mm straight needles and
Amethyst Wool of the Andes held
double, cast on 44 sts. Work in St st
for 30 rows. Place the contrasting
colour stitch marker to denote the
beginning/end of the round.
Body
Change to circular needle and knit
44 sts, pm, pick up 20 sts along
short side, pm, pick up 44 sts along
opposite long side, pm, pick up 20
sts along second short edge to end
of row marker. 128 sts
Work in the round without shaping
for 20 rows.
Make split for diagonal pocket
Row 1: K39, turn, p1, p2tog,
p124sts, m1, p1, turn, k to where
bag splits for pocket, turn.
Row 2: P1, p2tog, p to last st, m1,
p1, turn, k to pocket, turn.

Make split for phone pocket
K15, cast oﬀ next 10 sts, k to end
of round.
K15, turn and cast on 10 sts, turn
and k to end of rnd.
Knit 20 rnds on all 128 sts.
Make split for back pocket
K74, cast oﬀ 24 sts, k30.
K74, turn, cast on 24 sts, turn, k30.
Knit 12 rows on 128 sts.
Decrease for flap
Knit 44 sts across the front, 20 sts
along the side and 44 sts across the
back, then starting at the second
side, cast oﬀ 84 sts and continue on
remaining 44 sts for ﬂap.
Change to 8mm straight needles
and work in St st.
*K1, k2togtbl, k to last 3 sts, k2tog,
k1, turn.
P to end of row*.
Repeat from * to * until 10 sts
remain. Cast oﬀ.

Phone pocket flap
Turn bag upside down. With 5.5mm
needles and a single strand, pick up
and knit 15 sts across the cast oﬀ
edge of phone pocket.
Purl one row.
* K2togtbl, k to last 2 sts, k2tog, turn.
P to end of row*.
Repeat these 2 rows until 3 sts
remain.
Purl 1 row.
Sl 1, k2tog and pass the sl st over.
Cast oﬀ remaining stitch and sew
in end.

ABBREVIATIONS
k – knit
p – purl
st– stitch
pm – place marker
p2tog – purl two stitches
together
k2tog – knit 2 stitches together
k2togtbl – knit 2 together
through back of loops
m1 – pick up loop between
next 2sts, k into back
St st – stocking stitch
sl – slip stitch

KNITTED POCKETS
Back pocket
With single strand and 5.5mm
needles, cast on 40 sts and work in
stocking stitch for 46 rows. Cast oﬀ.

MEASUREMENTS
Pre-felting: 52.5cm high x
37.5cm wide x 17.5cm deep
After felting at 60˚: 29cm
high x 28cm wide x 11cm

Phone pocket
With single strand and 5.5mm
needles, cast on 18 sts and work in
stocking stitch for 38 rows. Cast oﬀ.

Back pocket lining felted:
18x13cm
Phone pocket lining felted:
12.5x7.5cm
Diagonal pocket lining
felted: 13x11cm

Diagonal pocket
With single strand and 5.5mm
needles cast on 30 sts and work in
stocking stitch for 38 rows. Cast oﬀ.
Continued on next page >>

TENSION PRE-FELTING:
Bag (wool used double): 12 sts,
17 rows on 8mm = 10cm
3 knitted pocket linings (single
strand): 17 sts, 23 rows using
5.5mm = 10 cm
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KNITTING & FELTING
FELTING
Place the pockets in separate
laundry bags or pillowcases to
avoid transferring the coloured
ﬁbres to the bag itself. Felt the bag
and pockets in the washing
machine with a small amount of
detergent or soap on a 60˚ wash
with old trainers or tennis balls to
cause friction until felted to the
desired eﬀect. Avoid using ﬂuﬀy
towels as the ﬁbres attach
themselves to the yarn. (I have a
front loader washing machine and
it took a one-hour wash to reach
the level of felting required.) Use a
minimum spin cycle to avoid
creases. Pack bag with wadding or a
similar material covered in a plastic
bag to the desired shape and allow
the bag to dry naturally. Lay the
pocket linings on a towel and pull
in shape.
MAKING UP
Handles & knitted pocket linings
Sew on the handles using
Amethyst yarn and a wool needle.
Sew the felted pocket linings in
place ensuring you place the top
of the pocket lining 1” above the
opening of the pocket.

Sew in the zips and attach zip
pulls. Attach the clip on the ﬂap
using a rivet and attach a snap
fastener to the phone pocket ﬂap.
Sew magnetic fasteners onto both
side panels if you wish to pinch in
the bag at the top.
Fix four bag feet to the base of
the bag. Cut the plastic stiﬀener to
size of base and stitch in place from
the inside using Amethyst yarn.
Fabric lining
Fold the lining fabric in half, right
sides together. Measure the height
of the bag, double this ﬁgure and
add the depth of the base plus 2cm
seam allowance – this will be the
length of the lining material.
Measure the width of the front
and one side panel (or width
measured ﬂat) and add 2cm to
calculate the width of the lining
fabric. (When using fabric with a
directional pattern, two pieces need
to be cut or the design will be
upside down on one side. In this
case, add 2cm in height for seam.) If
you wish to add pockets to the
inside of the bag in lining fabric, cut
these to size and stitch in place
before sewing the side seams.
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Tack the side seams of the lining
fabric right sides together. Check
the lining ﬁts snugly inside the bag
and adjust if necessary. Stitch and
press open the seams. Line up the
side seams with the centre of the
base of the bag lining and place
pins diagonally across the corners
to form triangles equal to the depth

of the base of the bag – this
forms a rectangular base in the
lining. Stitch across the triangles
and press these to the inside of
the base of the bag. Press the
seam allowance inwards at the
top of the lining and top stitch on
the machine if desired. Neatly
slip-stitch the lining in place.

